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Technical Abstract

Scientific Digital Visions, Inc., developed advanced methods of accessing and disseminating nuclear data

contained within the databases of the National Nuclear Data Center (NNDC) at the Brookhaven National

Laboratory, supporting a long-standing and important DOE program to provide scientists access to NNDC

databases. The NNDC participated as a partner in this effort.

A Registry system was developed that allows scientists to track data in their research areas for all of the

NNDC databases. The system records changes made in NNDC databases into a file that can be queried by

Registry system client software. It can be used in tandem with the NNDC database access methods to create or

update partial or complete mirror copies of currently supported NNDC databases on other computers. The

NNDC currently supports the NSR and ENSDF databases in the Registry system.

Sophisticated CGI scripts were developed giving remote client programs access to both the Registry and

the NNDC databases via nuclear data applications and web browsers.

Software was developed that gives both end users and software developers tools to make use of the
technology developed.. l%ese include: (1) a library that lets nuclear data applications written in Java query both

the Registry system and the NNDC databases; (2) an evaluator profiler to demonstrate how the library can be

used within a Java program; (3) two much more sophisticated profilers, also written in Java, as potential

commercial products; and (4) several web-based services to demonstrate other novel approaches to dealing with

nuclear data as well as showing how the technologies developed can be used with remote web servers not

attached to the NNDC.

Anticipated Results/Potential Commercial Applications of the Research

The technologies developed during this effort allow users of nuclear data applications to have seamless

access to the NNDC databases, and allow custom applications in the nuclear data community to access the

remote data: to maintain updated databases, and to ensure the traceability of the data back to the NNDC

databases. These technologies have wide application on the Internet. They facilitate access to remote data in

such diverse areas as business operations, personal finance, recreational computer use, and the medical

community.

These technologies have been publicized through presentations given by company staff members and

others at several international nuclear data meetings. The community reeeived the news very warmly. As a
result, we anticipate that commercial opportunities for use of these technologies will arrive in the future. In the

fhture we will seek partnerships with other organizations to apply these technologies in diverse areas.
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1. Introduction.

Approximately seven years ago, the U.S. Nuclear Data Network began exploring new

ways of distributing nuclear data. Due to the drastic increase of the number of desktop

computers andthe even larger increase in computer processing power, the U.S. Nuclear Data

Network was particularly interested in how publicly-accessible computer networks such as the

Internet could be used. This increased power permitted the development of novel applications

designed for the use and dissemination of nuclear data. Examples of these include: MacNuclide

at San Jose State University, PCNudat from the National Nuclear Data Center (NNDC) at the
Brookhaven National Laboratory, and VUENSDF (and its descendent Isotopes Explorer) from

the Isotopes project at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. While these applications

were able to make use of the new computing power available on desktop computers, all three

programs were dependent upon proprietary databases either loaded on the desktop computer

itself or accessed through the Internet.

All of the proprietary databases contain information obtained from the NNDC, but none

of them have any method of maintaining synchronization with the NNDC after these have been

updated with new data. It was this deficiency that greatly hindered the future development of

these applications. Also, the existence of many local copies of ~DC databases created an

additional problem, that of traceability. It is essential that users of nuclear data software know

with certainty that the data being used was obtained directly from NNDC. What was needed

was the implementation of a technology that allows the efficient updating, both in time spent and

in use of network bandwidth, of mirrored copies of NNDC databases for use within nuclear data

applications.

In order to solve these problems, Scientific Digital Visions, Inc. (SDV), developed new

technologies in collaboration with the NNDC to support Internet-based dissemination of nuclear

data. These technologies were designed to address and solve two particularly important

problems in this area:

. Providing a means to be used by software clients to remotely query the NNDC databases and
obtain results.

● Implementing a Registry system that records when changes are made to NNDC databases,

the kinds of changes that were made, and what data was involved in the change. This system

can be used to notifj clients of new, updated, and deleted data in the NNDC databases.

Solving these problems provides to the nuclear data community several new

opportunities for producing new software and improving existing programs. MacNuclide, for

example, will no longer be totally dependent upon an isolated, standalone database as the sole

source for the nuclear data it uses. The program can be modified to query the Registry system to
identi@ changes that need to be made in its database in order for it to remain current. The

program Isotope Explorer does not maintain a separate database but rather consults a mirror of

the ENSDF database located on a web server at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. This

database is usually not current because it is not updated at the same frequency as the NNDC’S
ENSDF database. The technology provided here gives the authors of Isotope Explorer new



options for providing its users access to more timely information from ENSDF. They could

discontinue the use of the mirrored database entirely and modify the program so that it can

retrieve ifiormation directly from the NNDC. A program could also be written which is designed

to be run on the mirror database’s host computer, it would query the Registry system at the

NNDC on a regular basis, identifies the changes made since the previous time the program was

run, retrieve the changes, and updates the mirror.

1.1 Description of technologies developed.

Remote access to the NNDC database was achieved through the use of CGI scripts that

were installed on the NNDC’s web server host computer. The script for a given database is

executed in response to a properly formatted query received by the web server. The parameters
from the query are extracted and passed to the script. It then uses them to extract the requested

data from the database, formats the data according to the user’s specifications, and passes it back

to the client program. We originally proposed supporting the NSR and the ENSDF databases.

At this time, fl of the major NNDC databases are now supported. The NNDC’S existing

database updating programs were modified to append changes to the Registry database file

associated with the database being updated. We originally proposed to support the NSR and

ENSDF databases. At this time, only these two databases have Registry files that are modified

during every database update. However, the Registry system software was designed to be

generic enough to support the implementation of Registry system databases for all of the other

NNDC databases.
We developed three programs, two Web server-based services, and one set of library

routines during this effort that make use of the new technologies. Before the completion of this

effort, it would have been impossible for a software developer to implement any of the

capabilities that will be described below. They are as follows:

. A library of Java objects and methods was developed to support Java-based applications that

access the NNDC databases and the Registry system. The libr~ currently supports NNDC

database access to the NSR, ENSDF, and NuDat databases, and access to the Registry

system files for all of the NNDC databases. It is possible for non-Java applications to call

these routines.

. An evaluator orofiler was written in Java that was designed specifically for use by nuclear

data evaluators. It allows the evaluator to create several profiles containing the nuclides and

nucleons he or she is interested in. The program will then query the Registry system using

the data in the profile looking for any new bibliographic entries that meet the criteria stored in

the profile since the last time the program queried it. A list of NSR key numbers representing

the new NSR entries and the user is given the option of downloading any number of them
from the NNDC. The scientist can then view them at his leisure. The evaluator profiler was

intended to be a demonstration of the technologies developed during this effort.

. Two other much more powerful and sophisticated profiler programs were also developed in

Java for the NSR and the ENSDF database. While these offer much the same basic
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Iimctionality, they are much more sophisticated both in user interface and in the type of data

that can be entered into the profile as well as how it is organized within the profile. These

profilers as well as the evaluator profiler all use the Java library described above to implement

their NNDC database and Registry system access features.

. A web-server based NSR lookup service was developed as a demonstration project to show

how our technology was not restricted solely to desktop software. The user fills out a form

on the web page indicating the kind of tiormation he or she is interested in. When the form

is submitted, a CGI script is executed on the web server that checks the Registry system for

any new itiormation matching the user’s request that has been added to NSR since the

previous request. If any is present, it is retrieved and integrated into a local database stored

on the web server. The requested NSR information is then retrieved from the local database,

formatted, and sent to the web browser to be displayed.

. Another novel web-based service created during this effort demonstrate how the Registry

system can be used to show to interested scientists recent statistics from NSR. It is a series

of pages that show the number of NSR references for each proton, neutron, and mass number

as histograms in an interactive plotter Java applet for the past one month, three months, and

six months. A chart applet shows graphically a iiequency distribution of the number of

articles added to NSR during the time period in question. Instead of displaying it in a

histogram, they distribution is displayed as a nuclide chart. The frequencies are color coded

for easy identification.

During this effort, SDV addressed interapplication communication an~ in particular,

soflxvare component technologies. These technologies allow different laboratories with radically

different levels of expertise in managing, manipulating, or displaying nuclear data to write

software that can be easily incorporated within programs without source code access. This is an
issue that has been stated by the Department of Energy in numerous forums as being of major

importance to the fhture of the nuclear data programs it funds.

Software components as well as function and subroutine libraries are similar in that they

both support program modularity. The difference between them is that software components are

typically implemented as fully-fimctional standalone programs. A component will also contain a

mechanism for revealing its interface methods to a program that wants to use it. Finally, a

component can be integrated into a program at runtirne. The component consuming program
need not have any prior knowledge of it. It is these powerfid features that make components

such powerfid tools for use within the community for nuclear data dissemination software.

We completed several projects that made use of these technologies during the Phase II

effort. These projects were intended to make use of these technologies as well as explore other

avenues of possible future research into nuclear data dissemination and software technologies for

managing nuclear data. These projects include:

. A technique for using VUENSDF and Isotope Explorer within the Windows version of

MacNuclide for the display of levels schemes of particular nuclides. TMs technology was

developed during the Phase I effort. A second version was developed using Java and the Java
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Native Interface package as a possible add-onto the then-undeveloped Java version of

MacNuclide.

An application that greatly simplifies NNDC database queries using information obtained

from other applications. With only a key press and a mouse click, a user can instantly query

the database using the information currently selected (i.e., highlighted) in most applications.

The Java source code for drawing nuclide charts in MacNuclide was modified and made into a

Java Bean software component and a Java applet suitable for embedding within any web

page. It is now possible for any Java application to include nuclide chart display

fi.mctionality with only a minimal amount of effort. This was done in collaboration with the

Center for Nuclear Information Technology at San Jose State University.

The skeleton levels display window in MacNuclide was modified to include several buttons

that can be used to query the NNDC databases for information for the currently displayed

nuclide. The user is able to seamlessly retrieve irdlormation from NS~ ENSDF, and NuDat.

Again, this was done in collaboration with the Center for Nuclear Information Technology,

The Glossarv of Nuclear Science by Dr. Craig Stone was loaded into a database and placed on

a web server. A CGI script was written to enable access to the database from web pages.

Link building software was then written to parse existing HTML documents, identifi

glossary terms, and modify the document replacing the glossary terms with hypertext links

that query the glossary database.

Phase II research performed.

The following section describes in detail the work completed during the Phase II effort.
Each of the following sections corresponds to a step of the work plan described in our Phase II

proposal. The italicized paragraphs from each section is the description of that particular step

taken from the proposal. The text following it is a description of the work completed.

2.1 Development of the NNDC database registry system.

We will expand the prototype registry system so that it reJects changes in all the NNDC

databases using our conceptual design as the blueprint. Like the prototype, the registry system

server code will be a CGI script accessible via the NNDC Web site. The database that makes up

the registry will be located on one of the NNDC computers.

We completed a Registry system suitable for every NNDC database, which at present,

currently resides on the DEC Alpha computer that currently hosts the NNDC databases.

Registry files for the NSR and the ENSDF databases are currently available. The registry system

consists of several parts:



DBMS layer: A simple database management system written in C++. Originally written to

support the Phase I effort, it was extensively modified to provide support for the Registry. This

code was eventually ported to Java and served as the foundation for the Java DBMS Phase I

SBIR effort completed earlier this year.

The DBMS code is a series of classes used to implement a table consisting of one or more

fixed length records made up of 8-bit bytes stored in a disk file. The methods in the classes allow

the programmer to reposition the record pointer, read the file forward, backwards, replace the

values of individual fields, search for particular values in a specified field, and so forth. It does

not implement any type of indexing scheme. This is left to the calling program to implement.

NNDC Re@rv layer: This is a C++ wrapper class for the DBMS code that implements

additional functionality that was unique to the Registry system. The additional functionality

includes defining the names and lengths of each field in a record and implementing an indexing

scheme keyed upon the registry entry timestmnp.

C Interface laver: This is C++ code that implements wrapper fimctions that call methodsl in the

NNDC Registry layer. This layer is required in order for any program written in a procedural

programming language such as C or FORTRAN to access the NNDC Registry. These methods

simply create a instance2 of the NNDC Registry class and call methods within the static object.

FORTRAN intefiace laver: This layer provides an interface for FORTRAN programs to use to

make calls to the NNDC Registry layer. This interface is being used by the NNDC’S database

update programs to add database record information to the Registry. This layer is implemented

as a series of FORTRAN subroutines and functions that call the C Interface layer fhnctions.

CGI scri@: A CGI script, written in C++, interacts directly with the NNDC Registry layer. It

permits the querying of the Registry by either a form in a web browser or, more commonly,

through an application program.

A CGI script is a program run by a web server in response to a query from a web server.
The syntax of the query in the URL that causes the server to start up a CGI script will vary from

server to server. The script can be written in any programming language installed on the server

host computer as long as it can read data from standard input (for interactive program that would

be the keyboard), write data to standard output (the display monitor for interactive programs),
and obtain the values of operating system environment variables. Commonly used languages are

Perl, Python, command shell languages, and C and C++.

All of the C and C++ elements of the code were originally developed on a Unix-based

system. They were modified for the NNDC database server computer through the use of

conditional compilation directives. This makes the code very portable to a variety of computer

‘ In object-oriented programming, it corresponds approximately to a function, subroutine, or procedure call in a
procedural programming language such as C, FORTRAN, or Pascal.

An instance the representation of a class after memory for it has been allocated and it has been initialized. The
class is simply a description of an object. An instance is an actual object.
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platforms and operating systems, and ensures that as the NNDC moves to other computer

platforms in the future, the Registry software is much more likely to work with little or no

modification. The FORTRAN elements were developed on the NNDC’s database host

computer, a DEC Alpha running OpenVMS. The code uses standard FORTRAN 77 syntax and

should be portable to most other computers that support FORTRAN with little or no

modification.

Currently, only two databases currently support the Registry system. Work is currently
under development at the NNDC to add Registry support for the NuDat and CSISRS databases.

The Registry system and its CGI script was designed to be general enough so that it works with

Registry files created for any NNDC database. If, in the future, additional databases are created,

it would be a simple matter to add an additional database name entry to a table in the Registry

system source code and perform a rebuild.
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2.2 Modification of existing NNDC database updating programs to reflect the

existence of the registry system.

We will write routines that will allow the NNDC database update programs to add entries

to the regis~~les every time a change is made once the registry system has been completed.

SDV will write the regy”strysystem update routines. NNDC will use these routines to make the

necessary changes to the update programs.

The FORTRAN Interface layer was used to make modifications to the database updating

programs for the NSR and ENSDF databases. The kind of data recorded in the Registry for a

particular NNDC database will vary depending upon the data stored in it and the kind of changes

made. Work is currently under development at the NNDC to add Registry support for the

NuDat and CSISRS databases. The work for this step was pefiormed by Dr. Robert Kinsey of

the NNDC staff.

2.3 Development of CGI scripts that provide access to NNDC databases.

CGIscripts that will provide access to all of the NNDC databases via its Web server will

be developed. Some scripts have been written by SDVand the NNDC as part of Phase 1

research. However, much more work needs to be done in this area, including the evaluation of

existing scripts for completeness and usefulness in the client/server model we developed. This

work will be done as a collaboration between the NNDC and SDJ?

The CGI scripts written in Perl that were originally developed by the NNDC staff during

the Phase I effort, those for querying NSR and ENSDF, were kept and expanded upon

throughout Phase II. Numerous bugs and other web server-related and computer-related
problems were discovered and addressed during the evaluation phase. The scripts as they exist

now are very stable and reliable. Several other CGI scripts were written, again in Perl, to provide

interfaces between application programs and the NuDat, CSISRS, CINDA, MIRD, and ENDF

databases.

In addition to the CGI scripts, several sophisticated, web browser-based interfaces were

developed by Dr. Thomas Burrows during this effort to provide alternatives to using the older
and sometimes unwieldy NNDC online system to gain access to the databases. The NSR and

ENDF pages make generous use of JavaScript programs embedded in the web pages giving them

much of the appearance and fimctionality of an application program.



2.4 Development of software libraries that provide client nuclear data applications
seamless access to NNDC databases.

A complete suite of client code will be written that will give developers of nuclear data

applications a library of routines that they can use in their programs. Like the routines developed

during our Phase 1 research, these routines are designed to be application independent and will

support most programming languages. l%ese routines will be designed for eventual commercial

distribution in the form of dynamic load libraries (DLL) to developers of applications that require

access to nuclear data.

When our Phase II application was first submitted, we intended to produce software for
the most commonly used computer platforms, these being Microsoft Windows 95/NT, Apple

Macintosh, and Unix. We began the process of developing the soils-wire on the Windows

platform, using C++ as the programming language and the Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC)

as the class library to use to implement the graphical user interface. We originally chose this

approach because of its apparent cross-platform advantages:

●

●

●

The code as originally written could run on most common Microsoft Windows

implementations. If demand was great enough, it could be recompiled to work with older

versions of Windows.

Microsoft produced a cross-platform version of the MFC library that makes it possible for

an application written for Windows to recompiled for the Apple Macintosh platform with

only minimal modifications.

Third-party companies such as Bristol Technology have produced cross-platform

development soflware that allows the porting of Windows applications written with the

MFC library to non-Windows platforms such as HP-UX, IRIX, Digital UNIX, Digital

OpenVMS, AIX, and Reliant UNIX workstations.

We changed course on our development efforts when it became clear to us that Java
technology was moving away from being just a programming environment for applets embedded

within web pages and toward a more powerfid and flexible platform for cross-platform

application development.

Using Java has numerous advantages over using C++ or other languages. Aside from its
cross-platform independence, routines implemented in Java can be called from non-Java

applications by making direct calls to the Java Virtual Machine program, which is usually

implemented as a shared library. Furthermore, applications that use the Java Foundation Classes

to implement their graphical user interface, as we did for our desktop application, will behave
identically regardless of the platform the program is running on.

We produced a library entitled nndc.iar. It contains Java classes and methods designed to
allow a software developer easy access to the Registry system for NSR, ENSDF, ENDF, NuDat,

CINDA, and CSISRS databases at the NNDC. The library also contains the ability to query the

NS~ ENSDF, and NuDat databases directly using their CGI scripts and passing information

obtained from the Registry system or from other sources as parameters. The library also contains
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utility classes and methods that allow a program downloading information from a database after a

query to have the ability to monitor the status of the download and to sort the irdiorrnation

received. In the fhture, support will be added to the library for querying the ENDF, CINDA, and

CSISRS databases as tools requiring access to them are developed.

An examination of the API for this library clearly that the library was intended to work

with NNDC mirror databases as well as the NNDC. We did this in order to provide future

support to the NNDC mirrors located in Vienna and Kiev. While these mirrors sites are in fact

exact duplicates of the NNDC software and databases running on models of the DEC Alpha

computer, it is not necessary that the underlying database software be the same software used at

the NNDC. All that is important is that the CGI scripts being executed implement the same

interface as the ones located at the NNDC.

2.5 Modification of existing NNDC database user authorization system.

A user authorization system based upon the one built into the online system will be

constructed. It will be integrated into the existing system so that current users of the online system

can conij@.u-e their client sojhvare using their existing online system authorization codes without

having to reapply for access. This work will be done in collaboration with the NNDC.

The principal investigator and the NNDC staff jointly decided that no user authorization
system was necessary for any online resources. The purpose of online system’s user

authorization scheme is not to restrict access but to allow the NNDC to track database usage and

store a particular user’s terminal and display preferences. Similar user logging and tracking

capabilities can be obtained from the HTTP headers passed to every CGI script by the web

server. The headers contain both the 1P address and the fidly qualified domain name of the

remote computer issuing the request.

The reason for reconsidering an integration of the web server-based CGI scripts into the

existing user authorization system was due to a change in server architecture and database access
methodology. The original plan was to construct a single server application that would operate

in a manner similar to SMTP, POP3, and FTP servers. These types of servers can be accessed

by a telnet client but typically are used exclusively by automated client software. They use a

command line interface to accept commands and queries, and use a uniform text-only method of
outputting query results. The server’s user authorization system was to be directly linked in
with the one for the online system.

This server software was to use “screen reading” techniques to access the existing online

system. This technique in essence acts like a telnet client, logs itself in to the online system,
reads the prompts transmitted to it and sends the appropriate commands to retrieve the

requested information. This is a technique that is commonly used in information technology

world to link modern database software systems with older ones when modi~ing the older

systems is not practical. The role of the NNDC staff in the development of the server was to
provide technical assistance, advice, and make modifications to the online system when

appropriate.
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Work on this server was started and a test version was completed that permitted queries

of NSR. However, the test queries made indicated that it was fhr too slow to be useful. It took

significant amounts of time to log into the online system and enter all the use authorization codes.

Furthermore, if the query resulted in a large amount of da~ a great deal of time was expended to

capture and reformat page after page of data. Another solution needed to be found.

The NNDC staff had started work on a web browser-based interface to some of the

NNDC databases using CGI scripts installed on their web server. It was then realized that it

would not be difficult to write client software that could emulate a web server and make queries

based upon the request of a program. Since the NNDC’S CGI scripts did not make use of the

authorization system but rather used the web server’s access logs to track usage, it was decided

that linking the online system’s authorization system to any servers written during this effort

was not necessary.

2.6 “Implementation of interapplication communication technology in existing

applications.

Interapplication technology is an unexploited area of nuclear data sof~are mailable with

the nuclear data network. There are techniques that can give existing nuclear data programs the

ability to use our technolo~ without hming access to any of the source code. Also, other

programs have the ability to call code in DLL files, giving them added functionality. Such work

needs to be done to show the commercial potential of what is developed in Phase 11

We experimented with several ideas formulated during the Phase II effort. All of these

ideas dealt directly with the concept of sharing and dissemination of nuclear data in many forms

through software.

Interaction between Windows- and Java-based applications and VuENSDF/Isotope Exdorer

In Phase I of this effort, we demonstrated a technique to allow one Windows application
to startup and control another. Normally, in the Windows environment, applications implement

component technologies such as Microsoft’s Object Linking and Embedding (OLE), also known

as ActiveX and the Component Object Model (COM), to one application to embed the

functionality of another. However, this is not the case.

To demonstrate this technology, we obtained the source code to the Windows version of
MacNuclide from the Center for Nuclear Information Technology at San Jose State University

and modified the code that displays the skeleton levels window. The modifications allowed the

user, with a simple mouse click to request that VUENSDF be executed and that it display the

levels scheme for the nuclide being displayed in the MacNuclide skeleton levels window. The
method used to implement this is as follows:

. Locate the main frame window for VUENSDF and obtain a handle to its menu tree.
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Traverse the menu tree until it finds the menu item that displays the “Select Nucleus” dialog

box.

Send the same program events to the VUENSDF window that would normally be sent if the

user had selected that menu item with the mouse.

Locate the “Select Nucleus” dialog box window.

Analyze the dialog box’s controls looking for the “Nucleus” text edit control, the “As decay

parent” radio button, and the “Ok” button.

Send the same program event to the radio button that would normally be sent if the user had

clicked on the radio button with the mouse.

Place the nuclide value obtained from MacNuclide on the system clipboard and send the

program event to the text edit control that would normally be sent if the user had told it to

paste the contents of the clipboard into it.

Send the same program event to the “Ok” button that would normally be sent if the user had

clicked on it with the mouse.

During the Phase II effort, we demonstrated how this technique could be used within a

Java program. This was done to demonstrate the feasibility of this technology in a Java program.

The code written during Phase I was reworked so that it followed the Java Native Interface

specifications. The code was also modified so that it could use VuENSDF’s successor program,
Isotope Explorer.

NNDC Database C)uery Shortcut Atmlication

We developed and demonstrated a unique technology that consists of a simple application

that runs in the background on a desktop computer. Upon start up, the program registers a user-

selectable function key to be used as a “hot key”. When the hot key is pressed, the program
forces the top-most window to put the currently selected text onto the system clipboard, causes

the shortcut application to become visible, and fills in a text edit control with the select text. The

shortcut window presents to the user a series of buttons to select. Each button represents a

different action to perform on the text. The action to be performed, in a filly developed version

of the software, would be completely up to the user. When the user presses one of the buttons,

the database represented by that button is queried.
The prototypes we constructed built URLS in predefine ways from the selected text and

then passed the URL to a web browser for retrieval and display. Functions embedded in the

buttons included data queries of NNDC databases such as NSR, ENSDF, and NuDat. The

results of the search were displayed in a web browser.

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of this technology, two working prototypes were

developed for both the Windows and the Macintosh platforms.

MacNuclide Java Bean and Atmlet
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This work represents the first step taken by SDV in solving a larger problem that was

identified at the August 1996 meeting of the U.S. Nuclear Data Network at the Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory. At that meeting, the Network was strongly encouraged to better

utilize scarce monetary resources by engaging in greater collaboration between DOE-funded

entities. From the time of that meeting to the present, SDV has viewed one of its roles in the

nuclear data community as being a developer of component technologies for use both inside and

outside the Network. This component is the first software component produced by SDV that

was inspired by the meeting.

In collaboration with the Center for Nuclear hdiorrnation Technology at San Jose State

University, we modified nuclide chart drawing code of the new Java version of MacNuclide and

developed a Nuclide Chart Java Bean. 3 By writing a wrapper class that encapsulates the
MacNuclide component we were able to make a web applet that accepted one or more nuclide

lists embedded in the HTML code that defines it.

An example of an implementation of the Applet can be found at the following URL:

http://trinity. digitalcreativity .com/NSRstats

The nuclide chart bean has numerous potential uses in nuclear data software. In addition to being

able to display nuclear data, it could support interactivity between the user and the bean allowing

the chart data viewing parameters to be modified. This feature is not implemented in the current

version of the bean although the bean contains all the necessary logic to reflect any changes made

as the current version of the Java implementation of MacNuclide demonstrates.

MacNuclide Skeleton Level Information Ouerv Buttons

We collaborated with the Center for Nuclear Information Technology and supported their

efforts in adding access to several NNDC databases via the Internet to version 2 of MacNuclide

and the recent Java version of MacNuclide. These services are accessible from the skeleton levels

scheme display window in the form of buttons. This support was in the form of source code

development and technical details on the CGI scripts used to access the NNDC databases. The
following services are now available from MacNuclide:

. Bibliographic references retrieval from NSR

. Evaluated structure information from ENSDF

. Levels, levels and gammas, decay radiations, and cross sections from NuDat.

Online Glossary of Nuclear Science and Link Build& So?2ware

3Java Beans is a software component technology developed by Sun Microsystems and was first implemented in
Java version 1.1.
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Two versions of an online, web-server based version of SDV’S Glossary of Nuclear

Science were produced during this effort? Both versions include software that translated an

HTML-encoded version of the glossary’s text into a series of entries in a database. Access to the

database from web browsers is provided through a CGI script.

The first version of the online glossary used an early version of the database software

produced for use in the Registry. A second version was produced later using a sophisticated

Java-based, object-oriented database system produced as part of a separate SBIR effort.

The glossary software was not produced solely to support SDV’S Glossarv of Nuclear

Science. We realized that a suite of generalized glossary software can greatly benefit the

intlorrnation dissemination efforts of companies, organizations, and government agencies. Whh

this in mind, we also produced prototype link builder software. This software will scan HTML-

encoded documents searching for terms in one or more online dictionaries or glossaries. For every

valid term located, it will modi~ the HTML document by adding a hypertext link that references

that term. When the link is clicked upon, the online dictionary or glossary is consulted and the

deftition is retrieved and displayed in a separate, small browser window. The CGI script

parameters in the link were scrambled using DES encryption to protect the online dictionary or

glossary terms and definitions from being raided by a competitor.

A web page that provides access to the glossary is available at the following location:

Profiles:

Figure 1: Main window

http://trinity. digitalcreativity. corn/glossary/

The software written to support this

demonstration was written in C++ and

Java.

3. Products.

3.1 Evaluator Profiler

The Evaluator Profiler is a

demonstration application written in Java

intended to show how the Registry system

and the NNDC database CGI scripts can be

used in tandem. It also demonstrates the
usefidness of the nndc.jar library developed

during the Phase II effort. The program

allows a nuclear data evaluator to create a

series of user profiles containing NSR data

parameters typically used by evaluators to

4The glossary content is an on-going project that resulted from the work in a previous SBIR grant.
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search NSR for information that matches his or her profiles. The evaluator can the use the

program to download matching NSR records, view them, and store them cm the local computer.

Figure 1 shows the program’s main window. The list box on the left side displays the

current profile list. Each entry in the list box contains the name of the profile and the date it was

last updated, that is to say, the last time its parameters were checked against the NSR Registry

for changes in NSR. The buttons on the right allow the user to manipulate the profile. The

“New” button lets the user create a new profile. The “Remove” button will delete the currently

selected profile. The “Edit” button will allow the user to edit the selected profile. It will display

a window that is identical to the “Add Profile” window shown in Figure 2. The “Update” button

will update the profile. The “Reset” button will zero out the timestamp stored with the selected

profile causing any subsequent updates to behave as though the profile has never been updated.

The “Save” button is used to allow the use to save all profile irdiormation to disk without

quitting. The “Quit” button terminates the program after asking the user if he or she wishes to

save first.
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of the selected profile parameter. The previous three buttons will cause an edit window to be

displayed, The value for the parameter can then be edited. The “Remove item” allows the user

to go back and remove the selected parameter from the profile. If the user clicks on the “Ok”

button, the changes are committed to the profile although they are not saved to disk. If the user

clicks the “Cancel” button, the changes are abandoned.

The top-most window shown in Figure 3 will be created after the user pressed the

“Update” button on the main window. The NSR Registry is queried for the new entries. The

key numbers of new items is loaded into the list box on the left. The user can select which ones

he or she is interested in and press the “Retrieve from NSR” button. After they have been

retrieved and stored on the local disk, the key numbers are entered in the list box on the right.

Pressing the “Show data” button will display the contents of the NSR record in its native ‘

exchange format. Pressing the “Show reference” button will translate the internal markup

kmguage used for Greek and special characters into the appropriate characters, as shown in Figure

4.

Figure 4: Translated NSR record
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3.2 NSR Profiler

The NSR Profiler is a profile editor similar in fimction to the Evaluator Profiler but much

more sophisticated. It is designed to address a much wider audience in the nuclear data

Figure 5: Edit window for complete profile

community. It is written in

Java and uses the Java

Foundation Classes (also

known as Swing) for its

graphical user interface so

that it will have an identical

user interface on all

computer platforms and

operating systems. Like

the Evaluator Profiler, it

also makes use of the

nndc.jar library.

The profile display
is a tree structure that

displays hierarchically the

parameter names stored

within each profile. To

view or edit the values of

any one of these

parameters, the use can
double-click on the

parameter’s node in the

tree. To edit the profile as a

whole, the user can select the

profile’s top-level node and click

on the “Edit” button. The window

in Figure 5 is displayed. All

profile information can be edited,
narrowed or expanded from this

window. By clicking on the

“Search Criteria” tab, a list of

permitted profile parameters is

displayed, as shown in Figure 7.
Double clicking on any one of

these displays a dialog box inside

which the user can set the

parameter value.
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Figure 7: Edit window for complete profile showing available search
criteria

Figure 8 shows the

main window and three

search result windows.

The one labeled “B-

Spectra Search Results”

was generated when the

“B- Spectra Search” node

was selected and the

“Search” button was

pressed. Doing the same

for the “B- Decay Search”

node a corresponding

window. Pressing the

“Ctrl” button while clicking

on both nodes will select

both. Pressing the

“Search” button will query

the NSR registry and

generate the “Muhisearch
Results” window. Each

node selected will appear at

the top of the window.
Next to all but the first a

button will also appear.

The button allows the user

to perform logical AND, OR, or NOT operations on the data. Clicking on the header button for a

column in the table will sort the table using that column’s data as a sorting key in either ascending

or descending order. Selecting a row in the table and then clicking on the “Retrieve” button will

get the article from the NSR database. The record will be disassembled from its native exchange

format and displayed in a window as seen in Figure 6.
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Figure 8: Windows containing search results.
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3.3 ENSDF Profiler

The ENSDF Profiler is very similar in both appearance and functionality to the NSR

Profiler. A user who is proficient with the NSR Profiler will have no difficulty using the ENSDF

Figure 9: ENSDF Profiler main window after search

Profiler. The only

significant

difference

between the two

programs is how

the program

displays retrieved

records. NSRS

exchange format is

very

straightforward to

translate into

human-readable

form. This is not

the case with
ENSDF. It WU

not practical for

SDV to create a

Java-based

ENSDF viewer

(such as one to
display levels



schemes) and since there currently are no component-based ENSDF viewers available, we had to

suflice with display the raw ENSDF exchange formatted record in a text viewer window. Figure

9 shows how the search results are displayed while Figure 10 shows an example of the ENSDF

record viewer.

3.4 Web-based NSR Profder

We created a demonstration version of a web-based NSR searching system that uses the

technology developed during the Phase II effort. As shown in Figure 11, the user fills in the form

on the lefl side and clicks on the “Search” button. A CGI script is executed using the form data

as parameters. The script searches a local copy of the NSR database on the web server host

$

Select whether you want to search for refernces to a particular

Neutron, l?roton, Nucleon number or Nuckde.

Select the date you want to search fi-om.

Type in the value you want to search for. Any number can be used for

Neutron, Proton, and Nucleon number searches. For Nuclide

searches type in the nucleon number and element symbol. (i.e. to

search for 23%-Jtype 238U or U238 )

Click on the Search button.

Figure 11: Web-based NSR search main page
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computer for the requested data. It then checks the NSR Registry system for new information,

updates the local database, and then builds a retrieval data for display. A sample of the table

built can be seen in Figure 12.

This system can be seen at the following URL:

http://trinity. digitalcreativity .com/NSRlookup

Figure 12: Web-based NSR search retrieval results table
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3.5 NSR statistics web page.

We completed a web-based system that demonstrates a new way of looking at the NSR

database,one that would have been impossible without the NSR Registry and NNDC database

retrieval technology created during this effort. The system (see Figure 13) displays in three

histogram Java applets the update statistics for NSR for the last month, three months, and six

months. The histograms show graphically a frequency distribution of the number of NSR

records added to the database by the NNDC, arranged by proton number, neutron number, and

mass respectively. A fourth Java applet displays another frequency distribution in the form of a

nuclide chart.

The histogram applets are interactive and allow the user to click on the histogram bar for a

given proton number, neutron number, or mass. In response, the applet will retrieve the relevant

NSR records from a local NSR database stored on the web server’s host computer. They will

then be displayed in a separate web browser window (as shown in Figure 14). In order to allow

the user to accurately select the proper bar, a small tool tip window is displayed in the applet a

second after the user has positioned the mouse cursor on top of a bar. The tool tip displays the

range of protons, neutrons, or masses and the number of references the bar represents.

This version of the NSR statistics web page was generated from software created during

the Phase H effort. However, it is a demonstration page that is static and is not regularly

updated. Fortunately, it is possible to extend the existing software so that it is executed at

regular intervals, updating both the local datibase and the web page. SDV plans on expanding

this service at a future date.
This system can be found at the following URL:

http: //trinity .digitalcreativity .corn/NSRstats
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Figure 13: Recent statistics from NSR page



ISearch results for the last 1 month where N = 81 to S3
9 total references were found

Figure 14: Search results from NSR statistics page
I



4. Estimates of technical and economic feasibility.

A review of our accomplishments during the Phase II effort demonstrates that we have

exceeded the Phase 11objectives. The work we performed during the Phase II effort and the level

of success, as indicated in the number and variety of products we produced, indicates that the

work proposed in our Phase II proposal was feasible. This feasibility is particularly enhanced

by the nndc.jar library described in section 2.4. Any Java programmer can now write nuclear data

applications that can access both the Registry system and the NNDC databases with no

knowledge required of how these technologies were implemented.

Evidence of the economic feasibility of the technology can be seen by the explosion of
information resources on the Internet. Any organization that has a need to maintain multiple

copies of very large databases distributed at many remote sites can use an implementation of a
Registry system technology to keep each copy synchronized with the master database. The

technology can also be used to build and maintain local databases that contain only a subset of

the master database. This type of database is usually called a cache. Programs like the profile

editors and both of the demonstration web applications benefit from this capability. There are

numerous other products that are Internet-aware and can interact with it but do not employ this

technology to keep local copies of retrieved data on the local computer.

There is a high degree of interest in the technologies developed during this effort. Over
the project’s lifetime, numerous talks have been given at international meetings by SDV

personnel and others that have outlined aspects of the technology we developed in order to

widely disseminate to the nuclear data community the capabilities and future possibilities created

by our technologies. We believe this interest will lead to more opportunities, both commercial

and non-commercial, in the fhture.

5. Degree to which the Phase II objects have been met.

..
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2.1 I Development of the NNDC database regist~ system. I ********

2.2 Modification of existing NNDC database updating ********

programs to reflect the existence of the registry system. ********

2.3 Development of CGI scripts that provide access to ******** ********

NNDC databases. ******** ********

2.4 Development of software libraries that provide client ******** ********

nuclear data applications seamless access to NNDC ******** ********
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F2.5

2.6

databases.

Modification of existing NNDC database user

authorization system.

Implementation of interapplication communication

technology in existing applications.

********

Not

applicable
5

********

5 In section 2.5, we explain that a change in server architecture indicated that integrating the existing user
authorization system into the servers was not necessary.


